INTRODUCTION
The increasing amount of data on processes involving the production and We have tabulated the kinds of angular correlations that can be present among the final particles in several production-decay processes which are experimentally feasible.
In a number of instances considerable data already exist.
Correlations of the type considered here have been studied for some time in the investigation of nuclear levels and the compound model of the nuc1eus.l
In this paper we apply these ideas to the study of unstable particle productiondecay processes.
Various dynamical models, such as one-particle-exchange approximations, can be tested by noting that these models imply that certain angular corre- The most general matrix element for the process r( + p -+A + K can be expressed between free particle spinors "(P*) and u(p,) in the form3
where P 7 Pn are the momenta of the proton and lambda, respectively, and P N is a four vector which reduces to a unit three-vector normal to the production plane in the laboratory system. Table I This matrix element, expressed between spinors form in the rest system of the spin 3/2 particle, can be of the initial and final spin l/2 particles in the
where p, 1 and pf are the momenta of the initial and final spin l/2 particles, K is the initial mesonmomentum, and 2 is a linear combination of 2'1 and K which is orthogonal to ,K in the spin j/2 particle's rest system. The upper (lower) signs refer to y/2+(3/2-). The coefficients Ai*) -AL') are complex -6-invariant functions depending only on the production process, i.e., they depend on the initial energy and the angle at which the spin 3/2 particle is produced but not on the decay angle of the final spin l/2 particle. The general angular distribution of the decay can be determined by squaring the above matrix element and averaging over initial target spins in which case the correlation matrix will take the form shown in Table II . Correlations possible for the j/2' case are labeled by + and for the j/2-case by -.
The rows of this correlation matrix refer to the polarization directions of the decay spin l/2 particle in the rest frame of the spin j/2 resonance while the columns refer to the angular distribution of the decay spin l/2 particle in the rest frame of the spin j/2 resonance.
In the case of reactions such as 51 + p +Y* + K and K + p -+N* + K, to be zero for spin 3/2'(3/2-).
We remark that correlation tables for producing a spin two particle, decaying into 2 spin zero bodies, rather than spin one can be easily written down in analogy to Tables II and III. The only difference here is that the entries referring to the spin two particle should be quadrilinear in the decay momentum rather than bilinear as in the spin l-case.
(e) .$+ + ++ 4-$+(4++ + 0') + ++( 4*+ + O-)1o
Here we have in mind processes like p + 5 -+A + h, C + c, etc .  The   correlation  table for this case, Table IV , can be easily written down in a similar manner to Table II . The condition of parity conservation in the pro-_ duction process leads to the eight possible correlations which are marked in Table IV . By charge conjugation symmetry only six of the possible eight are independent.
Possible mechanisms for processes like p + p -+A + ?i might be a combination of K and I(". exchanges similar to the model in the case of the reaction K-+ p -+A + (I). In this case six of the possible eight correlations are excited and are indicated with the same notation as in Table II (f) p + p -+3/2'(-+$+ + 0') + 3/2'(-+++ + o-)
Examples of such reactions are p + 5 -+N' + %* or p + i -+Y* + ;J".
As before, parity conservation in the production and decay as well as at most 'quadrilinearity in the decay spin 4 momentum and linearity in the decay spin -$ polarization dictates the allowable correlations (indicated by X in Table V) .
Because of the possibility of measuring the polarization of the decay spin 3 particle this table is very large and is essentially the product of It is clear from the above equation that there are a total of four independent correlations which we can take to be (i) the angular distribution, which gives the term Ial" + lb12
(ii) the lambda polarization perpendicular to the production plane, which gives Im(a*b).
(iii) the.lambda polarization along the initial proton polarization which gives Ia}' -]bi2 .
-11 - Taking the matrix element between proton and lambda polarization states described by four vectors W and W P ti respectively, and squaring gives -12 -the following transition rate:12 IAl = klal12 + la212)(e-K)2 + (Ia,I' + la,/2)(e*L)2 + 2Re(ala: + a2$)(e*K)(e.L) (-mpmA -pap') e (1a512 + \a612)(e*N)2(mpmA -p-p') 1 + 2Re(a3az + a,ag)mp(W*p')(e*L)(e*N) -2Re(alaz + a2a",)mA(W'*p)(e*K)(e.N) + 2Re(alaz + a2az)mp(W.p')(e*K)(e*N) -2Re(a3az + a,az)mA(W'ap)(e*L)(e*N)
+ 2iIm(a2aI -a,a~)(eoK)(e.N)E(pp'NW') + 2iIm(a4aE -a,a:)(e.L)(e*N)E(PP'NW') + 2iIm(a a* 25 -ala~)(e*K)(e*N)E~p'NW) f 2iIm(a a+ 45 -a,a~)(eaL)(e.N)E(pp'NFI) In addition, 7, = 7,7,y37,. Also, the abbreviation e(abcd) = E: pvpcs apbvcpdfJ will be used. 
